
 

Love Prevails with Caution at Workplaces
The Cupid's arrow piercing through the cubicle stockades straight to your heart; isn't always a sign
of pleasure dreams. Love at workplaces comes with caution asterisk; as this can influence the
genuineness of careers and personal lives can be pricked as well. 
Unfortunately, nowadays professionals infuse higher hours in the office as compared to 20 or 10
years before, love and the paycheck have got indivisible as everyone seeks love or even lust in the
office premises only. This affects the normal life as well, but still romance is perceived as a tool to
reinstate humanity in our career-subjugated survival.

Employers Design Organization Romance Guidelines or Not 

Almost all employers perceive love in the workplace through adopting a sensible approach as the
managers have understood that you can't prohibit office romance. Resultant to this; many
employers now render assistance or informal counseling to their human resource in need, and also
follow the route of taking important decisions when summoned by their ethics or sexual
harassment laws. Some employers accept the relationship in office, but request the individuals to
remain professional.

However, many corporations also sketch the line where office romance proceeds to being a
lawsuit. Today organizations have policies on conflict of interest to deal with such instances. It's'
very problematic if you get in a relationship with somebody who reports' directly to you; as this may
be perceived as a ground to let-in favoritism and may attract resentment from the other staff.

Document Workplace Dating Rules 

Companies today are in a situation where its' turning out to be crucial to define guidance to
employees for dating at office-place. Also, remember that employers may want a revelation of
relationships so forbidding isn't always a best solution. As a result, the signing of a "dating waiver,"
may be required wherein the two employees be in an agreement to entering in the relationship
without any restraint.

However, for the employers, tackling the sexual harassment instance has many benefits. As, when
a company has followed practical route to stop harassment; it can be a guard to a sexual
harassment claim under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The employers' policies pertaining
to office romance should differ pertaining to the company culture; considering the local standards
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that assist in determining the level of lenience in peer-to-peer relationships and its' effect on
coworkers' self-esteem.
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